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10 The Beam Clay College Baseball Diamond of the Year 1994-1995: Trinity University's E.M. Stevens Field
Mike Schweitzer, director of grounds for San Antonio's Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas, took a field he calls "old as dirt" and transformed it into the College Baseball Diamond of the Year. Bob Tracinski profiles Schweitzer, who reworked the field as part of a major renovation of the student recreation center and athletic department facilities at Trinity University.

14 How Safe Are Your Fields? — What a Safety Audit Can Do For You
Perhaps the single most important aspect of field maintenance today is safety. Athletic facilities must be properly maintained to protect users from injury and to protect field owners and operators from frivolous lawsuits. Floyd Perry and Steve Guise offer some basic guidelines for maintaining safe conditions on athletic fields.

18 Irrigation Considerations for Athletic Fields
Many sports facilities that had previously featured artificial turf are switching to natural grass, and other facilities that already have grass surfaces are looking for ways to improve the quality of the field. Proper irrigation is a key element in maintaining a high-quality athletic surface. Irrigation Editor Robert Reaves looks at some of the most important considerations in designing and implementing efficient irrigation systems for athletic facilities.

22 Turf of the Month: Common Bermudagrass
Though frequently overshadowed by its hybrid siblings, common Bermuda remains a popular choice for sports turf managers on a limited budget. This easily established turfgrass is often used on high school fields, municipal fields and college practice fields. Producers and users offer their insights on the use and care of this drought-tolerant turfgrass.

26 SUNY-Cobleskill Students Build Irrigation System for Soccer Field
Students at the State University of New York's Cobleskill campus designed and installed an automated irrigation system for the soccer field at the school. Alan Ginsburg goes behind the scenes at SUNY-Cobleskill to find out how they did it.
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On the Cover:
Proper irrigation helps keep the turf in top condition at Comiskey Park in Chicago. Photo courtesy: Hunter Industries.